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ABSTRACT 

The problem with hand-operated machines is that they are slow and cannot be automated. This is where the concept of 

pneumatics will prove itself advantageous. We are developing a pneumatically operated cutting and punching machine 

which will use the help of compressed air to drive a shearing blade and punch to carry out the operations on a metallic 

sheet. The machine is designed to cut 1mm thick aluminium sheets and 0.5mm thick copper sheets very easily. The 

main components of developed pneumatic system are compressor, pipelines, double-acting cylinder, an actuator, and 

flow control valves. This machine will thus, prove itself cost-effective and also save a lot of time in manufacturing 

process as two operations can be performed on the same platform. 

Metal in the form of sheets is paramount in the manufacturing industry. Its applications are countless. But metal in the 

form of sheets cannot be directly used, operations like cutting, punching, blanking, bending, trimming, etc. are needed to 

be carried out on the metal sheets in order to fully utilize them. For these operations, most large scale manufacturing 

industries use hydraulically operated machines. But since hydraulic machines are not cost-effective, most small and 

medium scale industries use hand-operated machines for carrying out sheet metal operation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The production output of hand- operated machines is low. Because of this problem, we are developing a pneumatically 

operated cutting and punching machine. Pneumatics is the branch of engineering which uses pre-compressed air or inert 

gas as a means to drive machinery. Certain properties of air make it extremely suitable for its usage in modern 

machinery. 

The advantage of using a pneumatic system is that it can generate a considerable amount of force while being cost- 

effective. 

The production of iron and steel is of great importance for any country’s economy. This is because the iron and steel 

industry directly influences the development of a sustainable society and also it the basis for all other industries. Thus 

the trend in production and consumption in steel is also viewed as an indicator of the condition of the country’s economy. 

This the reason why steel is called the “backbone” of a country’s economy. Hence by increasing the production of steel, 

we can help in the growth of our country’s economy. But this where the problem arises. A sheet metal cutting or a 

punching machine is very important to the sheet metal industry and since large scale industries are well established they 

can afford to equip themselves with hydraulically operated cutting and punching machines that generate a large amount 

of force and also are easily automated. Thus the production output of large scale industries is enormous. Same is not the 

case with medium to small scale industries. Since hydraulic machines are too costly most of these industries restrict 

themselves to only using hand-operated cutting or punching machines.  
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. S. Aditya Polapragada et. al. [1] developed a pneumatic and punching machine. The project helped reduce 

manufacturing cost for small scale industries. 

R. M. Lathe et. al. [2] converted a manually controlled press into an automatic machine using which they saved 

maximum operating time. Using this maximum output increase and human intervention decreased. 

Pradeshi Ram et. al. [3] converted a manually operated conventional sheet bending machine to an automatic machine 

and eliminated the problem of signal overlapping by using stepper module. 

Indrajeet Chaudhary et. al. [4] employed a stepper module, a component of advanced pneumatics for automation of 

conventional sheet metal bending machine operations thus converting a manually operated bending machine to an 

automatic machine. 

Khagendra Barman et. al. [5] developed a pneumatic sheet metal cutting machine which runs by means of pre- 

compressed air. It is an efficient way of increasing production for small scale industries. 

Suleyman Yaldiz et. al. [6] developed a pneumatic accelerator for high-speed punching which can be easily employed in 

conventional presses thus eliminating the use of high energy rate forming (HERF) machines to store energy. The 

accelerator when employed on mechanical presses converts low speed operation of hammer to high speed operation. 

F. W. Travis et. al. [7] experimented on the high speed perforation of mild steel plates for impact velocities upto 

300 m/s analysed the bulge height at perforation. They concluded with the result that bulge height increased with the 

increase of plate thickness but due to the development of thermo-plastic instability it dropped subsequently. 

Karan Dutt et. al. [8] studied various types of pneumatic machines and components along with their advantages and 

disadvantages. He concluded that pneumatic machines can provide power at a cheaper, safer and more reliable way than 

electric motors and actuators.A. K. Murthy et. al. [9] designed and fabricated mechanically operated paper shearing 

machine with the capacity to cut 25mm thick and 300mm wide paper. The machine could produce a variable force using 

screw press which made it useful to perform other operations like bending, punching and embossing. 

Martin Feistle et. al. [10] developed methods to measure the formation of edge cracks on shearing blades. It has been 

found that the forming strength of high strength steels is curtailed due to edge fractures and can be improved by varying 

process parameters like die clearance, geometry and cutting line. 

Utkarsh Sharma et. al. [11] designed and fabricated an automatic pneumatic hole punching machine powered by solar 

energy. The machine has been designed on SolidWorks software. Since the machine uses solar energy as a source of 

energy it will eliminate/reduce the usage of electicity in running the machines in small scale industries. 

 Madhukumar V. et. al. [12] developed a pneumatic machine that would perform cutting as well as bending operation 

to reduce the cost of operations performed on sheet metal. Further modifications in their design can also increase 

the cutting force. 

T. Z. Quazi et. al. [13] studied the influence of punch-die clearance in blanking process. Their investigation showed that 

by decreasing clearance the required blanking force increased. They found that 10% is the optimum clearance is 

required for minimizing blanking force. 

Viraj N. Suryawanshi et. al. [14] fabricated a pneumatic punching machine to reduce punching cost on metallic sheet. 

K. K. Alaneme et. al. [15] investigated the reasons behind the failure of mould dies in a punching machine. They found 

out that die failure happened because of improper heat treatment thus reducing the toughness and fatigue resistance of 

die material. 

Neeraj Pandita et. al. [16] developed a pneumatic sheet metal cutting machine which is better in comparison 

tomanual driven sheet cutters. The efficiency of the cutter can be increased by further enhancement in cutting blade. 

Sudeep Kelaginamane et. al. [17] designed a PLC controlled pneumatic punching machine. The machine reduced the 

production time and increased productivity from 60 units per hour to 420 units per hour. 

A. K. Gupta et. al. [18] studied the influence of parameters like blanking force, clearance, blanking layout on sheet 

deformation. They found that the tolerance in the dimension of the punch hole can be minimized by increasing the 

compressor pressure. They found that variation in the dimension was more in case of a galvanized iron sheet as 

compared to the aluminium sheet. 

T. Jon Babu et. al. [19] found out that by changing the pressure of compressed air variable cutting forces could be 

obtained and by adding more accessories this equipment can cut a higher range of sheet thickness 

Arun S. et. al. [20] developed a method for controlling the operations of punching machine using Programmable Logic 

Controllers. Reduced manufacturing lead time and increase worker safety using this system. 

 
CONCLUSION 

It is observed that pneumatic machines are cheaper than hydraulic machines. Cost of maintenance is also low as 

compared to hydraulic machines since compressed air is the working fluid. The force required for punching and 

shearing machines and the tool wear can be controlled by changing the process variables like clearance and angle. 

'Pneumatic Sheet metal Cutting and Punching Machine' is advantageous as it can be afforded by small scale industries. 

Since two operations, that is cutting and punching, can be performed on the same platform, it significantly reduces the 

production time. 
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